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JOHN BREWER, The Pleasures of the Imagination. English Culture in the
Eighteenth Century (London: HarperCollins, 1997), xxx + 721 pp. ISBN
000 255537 9. £30.00 (Hardback). ISBN 000 255920 X. £19.99 (Paper-
back)

This work by John Brewer is not a history of art, nor a social history ‘as
reflected in art’, but a cultural history of the fine arts in eighteenth-
century England. Its main focus, therefore, is not so much works of art
or society (although we learn a great deal about both from an unusual
perspective), but the institutions and concepts which influenced the
dissemination and reception of art, and the impact of these mecha-
nisms on the creation and production of art. This might sound rather
academic and abstract, but The Pleasures of the Imagination provides a
lively and vivid panorama of the eighteenth century. It is full of
picturesque details, surprising insights, and subtle analyses. Brewer
takes us into artists’ studios, coffee houses, book shops, pleasure
gardens, auctions, galleries, clubs and associations, concert halls,
country estates, taverns, and backstage at the theatre, as well as to the
first tourist attractions. And he shows us people: writers and actors,
painters and engravers, publishers and booksellers, critics, theatre
directors, and gallery owners, as well as buyers, readers, audiences,
and collectors.

Essentially, Brewer treats the classical triad of literature, painting,
and theatre. Johnson, Reynolds, and Garrick make appearances – not
frozen as the statuesque figures of great men, but in the company of
numerous other, less successful or long forgotten contemporary fig-
ures. The result is a fresh picture of a century which, as the author
points out, with its upheavals and uncertainties occasionally reminds
us of our own times, when the mass media and art have become
inextricably intertwined with commerce. The fine arts flourished in
eighteenth-century England. When Charles II ascended the throne in
1660, Brewer points out, there were few professional writers, musi-
cians, or painters, and no concert series, galleries, or art critics. Yet by
the end of the eighteenth century all this was taken for granted as part
of British cultural life. This high point coincided with a shift in
emphasis. Art and artists were no longer shaped mainly by the splen-
dour of the court, aristocratic patronage, and prestige; commerce and
demand in urban London became the driving force. Art was subjected
to the mechanisms of the market. Yet contemporary understanding
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elevated art above the world of goods, emphasized the independence
of the fine arts (a contemporary term), and tried to distinguish between
the ‘pleasures of the imagination’, which, according to Addison’s
definition, characterized art and the lower, sensual pleasures.

The blossoming of art was accompanied by the polyphonic babble
of different interests and parties, constant aesthetic and moral debate,
and legal and commercial conflicts. Who ultimately owned copyright
– the publisher or the author? Who was to decide on the norms
governing painting – connoisseurs or artists? Who was to pass judge-
ment on reading material – the public or its moral guardians? Over the
century, art became accessible to broader social classes (without a
precise cut-off point at the bottom), and available for people to draw
upon in fashioning their own lives. Art could become a constituent of
one’s identity, which in turn could be used to see oneself as part of a
larger whole, as a Briton, for by the end of the century a canon had
emerged that could be understood as national heritage.*

In this work Brewer addresses not only a specialist readership, but
also a wider public of people with an interest in history. He dispenses
with footnotes, providing instead an annotated bibliography. Brewer
weaves the theoretical and conceptual basis of his work into its fabric
so skilfully that the reader is never made explicitly aware of it. (His
theoretical approach derives from his own studies on the history of
consumerism. It is inspired by Bourdieu’s work on the evolution of
taste, La distinction. Critique sociale du jugement, and draws important
impulses from John Guillory, Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary
Canon Formation.) Many will applaud this decision, while others will to
some extent regret it. But in any case, The Pleasures of the Imagination is
a work that, however innovative its methodology, never takes its
readers down the twisted paths of postmodernism. The pleasures this
book holds in store are those conferred by the classic virtues of history-
writing: it draws upon wide-ranging experience and knowledge, and
it displays calmness of judgement, humour, and an obvious enjoyment
in telling a good story. Thus Brewer starts most chapters with a slice of
life, and then derives a general analysis from these detailed observa-
tions.

* A summary of this section can be found in John Brewer, ‘Histories,
Exhibitions and Collections. The Invention of National Heritage in Britain
1770-1820’, in R. Stauber and E. Hellmuth (eds), Nationalismus vor dem
Nationalismus? (Hamburg, 1998), pp. 9-20.
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In this work Brewer draws upon a number of outstanding special
studies, and one aim of this book is to make their findings more
accessible to a wider audience. The work is also based on an extensive
study of the sources, including some quite obscure ones. (The adven-
turous could look up the specialities of individual prostitutes in Harris’
List of Covent Garden Ladies.) The book also contains around 250
beautiful and unusual illustrations. Thus the reader can trace the
relations and interconnections between the various media. John Gay’s
The Beggar’s Opera, for example, which itself drew upon various
contemporary genres – political satire, biographies of criminals, and
opera – influenced a number of different media. Merchandizing cashed
in on the success of the piece. Engravings and pamphlets, paintings
and playing cards celebrated the characters, and the songs became
popular hits. Journalists, however, often attacked the piece on moral
grounds, with the result that throughout the century most perform-
ances were of bowlerized versions. It was the published versions,
however, more than the staged ones, that ensured that the opera, which
was put together from quotations and allusions, itself became a source
for these.

Especially effective is the way in which Brewer draws upon unpub-
lished autobiographical sources, which convey a vivid picture of the
way in which people saw their lives, and the value and function of art.
For example, we meet Anna Larpent, a cultivated London lady, and
find out about her reading habits and the course taken by her daily life,
in which the cultural events of the capital were a fixed feature. Another
character is Ozias Humphry, a portrait painter who never achieved the
breakthrough to success. And finally, microhistorical studies of the
wood engraver Thomas Bewick from Newcastle, the writer Anna
Seward from Lichfield, and the amateur musician John Marsh from
Chichester illustrate the independent course taken by developments in
the provinces. The last of these three chapters in particular is an
unusually moving portrait of what art could mean in the life of an
individual. A man of small independent means, John Marsh lived
entirely for his passion for music. As a composer of church music and
a busy organizer of the musical life of his small town, he was constantly
searching for the harmony that was always under threat from all too
human dissonances.

Unfortunately, the publishers have not quite matched the quality of
the rest of the work. There are a number of small printing errors and
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inconsistencies in the way in which names are cited in the index. Any
other criticism amounts merely to the desire for more, and here
everyone will have their own preferences dictated by their special
interests. Given that the book is already around 700 pages long, this
could be problematic. It is not easy to say what could have been left out
to make space. I would have been interested to know how far down the
social scale the acquisition of art reached, and what special conditions
applied. The book gives only occasional hints, though admittedly there
are few sources for this. A concluding chapter and sometimes slightly
more detailed interpretations of the illustrations would have made it
easier for non-specialists to use the book. Brewer’s work makes one
wonder why the state of research in Germany makes it impossible for
such a book to be attempted there at present, quite apart from the fact
that conditions in Germany, which were so much more heterogeneous
and fragmented, would pose quite specific problems. The subtle
analysis offered in The Pleasures of the Imagination will help specialists
to arrive at a new view of the eighteenth century, and it is so fascinating
that it will persuade a wider circle of readers to discover the world of
the eighteenth century.

FLORIAN MAURICE is the author of Freimaurerei um 1800. Ignaz
Aurelius Fessler und die Reform der Grossloge Royal York in Berlin (1997),
and is now an editor for Bavarian Television.
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